Divyanshu Malhotra, MD
Florida Hospital Internal Medicine Residency will be an integral part of me
for the rest of my life. Coming to the United States from India, this
wonderful program accepted me like a family member and there was no
looking back. Not often are you lucky enough to be taught and mentored
by a leader like Dr. Everett. The faculty at the program is wonderful and
form a strong backbone. It is here that I found friendships that last a
lifetime. It is here that I received the training that I am confident has not
only helped me become a strong physician but also a better human being.
With this solid foundation, I was chosen to pursue a Nephrology Fellowship at Yale.
Our Residency program is built on solid principles and the people are its soul. I have been truly blessed to
be part of this program in multiple capacities and will cherish the memories forever.

Geetika Gupta, MD
I am proud to be a part of the Florida Hospital Family. I feel lucky that I got
an opportunity to train here. The Internal Medicine Faculty is excellent
and one definitely gets an outstanding exposure to the most advanced
skills and techniques in all specialties of medicine. This experience not
only helped me advance my knowledge but also mold my personality. I
feel more confident in handling all aspects of patient care even during my
fellowship training which I am currently pursuing in the field of
Endocrinology at Tuffs Medical Center. I wouldn’t shy away from saying
the Florida Hospital helped me achieve my dream. If given an opportunity again to work here, my alma
mater will always be my top choice.

Richelle Guerrero-Wooley, MD
I had a unique experience at Florida Hospital in that I was born there and knew
many employees from my childhood, and so in sense, it was ‘home’. However,
it was the training that I received during my time in the Internal Medicine
Residency Program that paved the way for where I am at today. I had
attendings who were supportive and encouraged learning in a manner that
made you think and feel comfortable enough to be wrong. Their bedside and
case-based teaching allowed me to be a better learner and impressed in me
the type of teacher that I strive to be today. The vast pathology and the size
of the hospital gave me a great base to pursue my specialty of Infectious Disease and prepared me for a
rigorous fellowship program. I am grateful to the faculty and staff at Florida Hospital Internal Medicine
Residency who have played a large role in my achievements.

Saira Ajmal, MD
I look back on residency with fond memories. The friendships, experiences and
mentorship have helped me achieve my goals. I started residency with an open
mind, undecided whether I would pursue sub-subspecialty training. The first year
of residency was an exhilarating experience, each day brought new adventures
and knowledge. I enjoyed all my rotations; however, my infectious disease
rotation was the most memorable. Florida Hospital, being a regional transplant
hub, also introduced me to the immunocompromised host and realized my
interest in this unique patient population.
In addition to a great clinical experience, I found excellent mentorship. I was able to work closely with our
ID faculty and become involved in clinical research and quality improvement. This piqued my interest in a
career in academic medicine, which was confirmed by an outside elective at the ID division at UCSF.
I decided to pursue the next stage of my training at an academic institution that would provide a balance
of clinical education and clinical research, along with the camaraderie I had at Florida Hospital. I found
this at Mayo Clinic, where I am not on the Intensive Care-Stewardship track, focusing my academic
activities and clinical experiences in these areas.
I feel fortunate to have spent 3 years at Florida Hospital for my Internal Medicine residency, and would
definitely choose it all over again if I had to!

Vladimir Pech, MD
I am a graduate from the Florida Hospital Internal Medicine Program. I
feel fortune I chose this program for my training. I highly encourage
everybody who is sincere about medicine to consider this program. You
will receive superb training in a very supportive environment. You will be
prepared to practice medicine in any possible setting. This program has
produced several excellent primary care doctors and hospitalists, and
may succeeded with sub-specialty training. Our residents were able to
secure fellowships in almost all specialties. I personally work as a
hospitalist as well as in a community clinic setting. I am glad for the things
I have learned during my residency on a daily basis.

